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WOMAN OFF THE SEA

Lee Kurzits- World Champion in windsurfing goes to the London 2012 Olympics to
Represent Israel. Kurzits is battling more than the wind, she has a blood decease and the
pain is vivid but, Lee was marked as Israelis best chance of winning a gold medaland will
never not giving up.

BIG WALL CHALLENGE

In 2002, world-class mountain climber Yasushi Yamanoi and his wife, Taeko, were engulfed
by an avalanche while a climb in the Himalayas. While they miraculously survived, frostbite
claimed most of their fingers and toes. The pair followed a strict rehabilitation and training
program until finally, five years on, they were ready for their comeback climb. Using climbing
gear they customized to fit their special needs, this intrepid couple hope to be the first to
reach the summit of a 1300 meter big wall in Greenland. This is a story of a remarkable
climb.

DEEPER - 300 MÈTRES
SOUS LES MERS -

Pascal Barnabé is one of those explorers of the extreme, whose fearless passion pushes
them right to the edge of their possibilities and beyond scientific reason. In the race down
into the "deep blue", some have left their names, others have surrendered their lives. Pascal
is the one who kept going, deeper into the abyss: some dark, cold, far-off place, all alone
with his thoughts.

FROM THE STREETS TO
THE FIELDS

Whilst Spain was making history by winning its first World Cup being held for the first time in
Africa, three participants from the Junior Championship, held at the same time, get the
opportunity to meet their idols. The film shows the impact of apartheid and one programs
solution: uniting boys of all colours through soccer. An illustration of Nelson Mandela's
dream of social cohesion. The Barcelona player Andrés Iniesta, Carlos Kameni and Luis
Suarez took part to the documentary.

LA LOGIA III - L'ULTIMA
CHANCE

A team of kayakers prepares to run one of the most challenging rivers in Norway, "the Lower
Rauma". This time they push their limits running the last waterfall "Flemming Fossen". A few
months later they run a trip to the heart of the Indian Himalayas, on a journey to explore the
new rivers and the new white waters frontiers. They will show the true meaning of risk taking
and teamwork to pull this project off. The work expertly documents the acrobatics of this
extreme kayaker team, made up of people from Argentina, England an New Zealand.

LE MANS: CHASING THE
DREAM

Lets Ride! Stuart dreams about becoming a great driver, training along up and down the
corridors of a supermarket. Martin, a big Boss, better known as Shorty, gives him the
chance to drive his top car at Le Mans, which is the world’s greatest race. This is the biggest
chance he might have ever imagined. Can Stuart handle the pressure of this dangerous,
gruelling race, to prove he has what it takes to get to the top? And if he succeeds in, which
will be his future name as a champion?

MUHAMMAD AND LARRY

part of the ESPN Emmy-nominated documentary series 30 for 30 -part digital short film
series."Muhammad and Larry"- We follow the preparations for Ali's final attempt to win back
the World Heavyweight title. Even during the lead up to the fight grave concerns were held
for Ali's health and the man who stepped into the ring was frail imitation of his former self.

PROFONDO HOMAR

Homar Leuci is one of the last great Italian divers. He lives in Milan, far from the sea, but
over the years he has developed a deep love for the sea: a special connection of total
harmony that leads him to go in depth, more than all the others. The documentary tells his
attempt world record during which Homar shows himself, as a man and as an athlete, in
depth, the same depth that will take him to the roof of the world.

Kayakers refer to a River God as the perfect white water in stunning landscape. To find it,
SEARCHING FOR THE
RIVER GOD - THE JOURNEY Extreme Kayak World Champion Sam Sutton and Olaf Obsommer travel the world with their
team. Ten kayakers from six different Countries travel to the Altai Mountains to take up the
CONTINUES
extreme challenge of finding the "Book of Legends section" on the infamous Bashkaus,
Russia's most dangerous river for white water kayaking. After three weeks, the team is
looking for a new challenge to the Kingdom of Waterfalls, to Iceland. The island is home to
the largest waterfalls in Europe where huge icebergs float in picturesque glacial lagoons.
Invited by their friend Rafael Ortiz, the team travels to Chiapas, to the Southeast of Mexico.
Here they descend the river Agua Azul, of a unique beauty. Perhaps the search for the river
God stops there.
THE DAMMED UNITED

A look at Brian Clough's 44-day reign as the coach of Leeds United.

GINGER, MORE THAN A
GAME

It is the Radivoj Korać's story, once the best basketball player in the world and member of
the FIBA Hall of Fame, top scorer of the Rome 1960 Olympic Games, Olympic Silver
medalist in Mexico 1968, two times silver World medalist, a Trophy was named after him.
Korać revolutionized not only Serbian and Yugoslav basketball, but also popular culture in
his home land. Ha was the first real pop-star in socialist Yugoslavia, an unprecedented
phenomenon. He was one of the most important promoters of Western culture in a Country
locked behind the "iron curtain" and the man who brought the first record of The Beatles to
Belgrade. He could get away with it because even Tito realized his importance for the
international image of Yugoslavia.

ONCE BROTHERS

part of the ESPN Emmy-nominated documentary series 30 for 30 -part digital short film
series. "Once Brothers"- Drazen Petrovic and Vlade Divac were two friends who grew up
together sharing the common bond of basketball. Together, they lifted the Yugoslavian
National team to unimaginable heights. After conquering Europe, they both went to America
where they became the first two foreign players to attain NBA stardom. But with the fall of
the Soviet Union on Christmas Day 1991, Yugoslavia split up. A war broke out between
Petrovic's Croatia and Divac's Serbia. Long buried ethnic tensions surfaced. And these two
men, once brothers, were now on opposite sides of a deadly civil war. As Petrovic and Divac
continued to face each other on the basketball courts of the NBA, no words passed between
the two. Then, on the fateful night of June 7, 1993, Drazen Petrovic was killed in an auto
accident. "Once Brothers" will tell the gripping tale of these two men, how circumstances
beyond their control tore apart their friendship, and whether Divac has ever come to terms
with the death of a friend before they had a chance to reconcile

ONE REVOLUTION - THE
STORY OF CHRIS
WADDELL'S JOURNEY TO
THE ROOF OF AFRICA

Chris Waddell's very human journey to dare greatly and ultimately to live fully. This film
chronicles the heart and spirit behind an extraordinary achievement as it documents the first
almost entirely unassisted paraplegic ascent of 19,340-foot Mt. Kilimanjaro. On the surface it
seems that the feature is about a paraplegic and an amputee attempting to summit Mt
Kilimanjaro, the tallest mountain in African. One Revolution reveals in intimate detail the
heart and drive behind the extraordinary athletic accomplishment pushed to the breaking
point by dogged determination.

HERE COMES THE BOOM

A high school biology teacher looks to become a successful mixed-martial arts fighter in an
effort to raise money to prevent extra-curricular activities from being axed at his cashstrapped school.

FROM THE STREETS TO
THE FIELDS

Whilst Spain was making history by winning its first World Cup being held for the first time in
Africa, three participants from the Junior Championship, held at the same time, get the
opportunity to meet their idols. The film shows the impact of apartheid and one programs
solution: uniting boys of all colours through soccer. An illustration of Nelson Mandela's
dream of social cohesion. The Barcelona player Andrés Iniesta, Carlos Kameni and Luis
Suarez took part to the documentary.

TROUBLE WITH THE CURVE An ailing baseball scout in his twilight years takes his daughter along for one last recruiting
trip.
I BELIEVE I CAN FLY
(FLIGHT OF THE
FRENCHIES)

Tancrède and Julien are pioneers in ‘high-lining’, a vertiginous combination of climbing,
slack-line and tightrope walking. They rigged highlines on the skyscrapers of Paris, and
finally came to the spectacular cliffs and fjords of Norway. Using their skills and experience,
the pair push their boundaries on the limits of the possible. Intense months of planning and
training will allow the fulfilment of their dream of complete freedom?

WINGS OVER ANTARCTICA In the early March of 2007 three Spanish parachutists flew over Antarctica in wingsuits, a
feat that nobody had achieved before. The only previous attempt, tried by a US team, ended
in tragedy. It was necessary a meticulous preparation of the flight from the design of the
wingsuits to the final stages of the jump – when the unpredictable weather conditions in
Antarctica put the expedition on the verge of disaster. Beyond the adventure, the story
reveils one of the most primal human desires: feeling the exhilarating freedom of birdlike
flying.
ARKTOS - MIKE HORN - Le
Voyage Interieur

Arktos features explorer Mike Horn´s journey following the Arctic Circle. The drive to go
beyond our physical, mental and spiritual limits is an internal attitude that transcends global
borders. It tests our personal limits and opens the way for new levels of achievement in all
aspects of life. This philosophy is the driving force behind every endeavour. Covering over
20,000 kms in 27 months, in extreme Arctic conditions, solo, and without any form of motor
or dogs, Mike Horn becomes the first man ever, to accomplish what no one has ever done
before...... the circumnavigation of the world around the Arctic Circle.

JORDAN RIDES THE BUS

part of the ESPN Emmy-nominated documentary series 30 for 30 -part digital short film
series. " Jordan Rides the Bus" In the fall of 1993, in his prime and at the summit of the
sports world, Michael Jordan walked away from pro basketball. After leading the Dream
Team to an Olympic gold medal in 1992 and taking the Bulls to their third consecutive NBA
championship the following year, Jordan was jolted by the murder of his father. Was it the
brutal loss of such an anchor in his life that caused the world's most famous athlete to
rekindle a childhood ambition by playing baseball? Or some feeling that he had nothing left
to prove or conquer in basketball? Or something deeper and perhaps not yet understood?
Ron Shelton, a former minor leaguer who brought his experiences to life in the classic movie
"Bull Durham," will revisit Jordan's short career in the minor leagues and explore the
motivations that drove the world's most competitive athlete to play a new sport in the relative
obscurity of Birmingham, Alabama, for a young manager named Terry Francona.

